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ABSTRACT

Interceptors have been widely used in recent years in fast ferries and small high-speed leisure and commercial craft for ride control, steering and trim control. In the context of high-performance sailing yachts, they first appeared in the Open 60 class in 2008 on the yacht Ecover 3 which was dismasted while leading the Vendee Globe Challenge single-handed round-the-world race. In spite of their popularity in power craft, relatively few studies have been published investigating the impact of interceptors on vessel performance, and apparently none in the specific case of sailing yachts.

In the present study, a comparison is made between the interceptor and an aerodynamic device known as a Gurney Flap. Sizing of interceptors is discussed, and the results of an experiment program utilizing interceptors on a model of an Open 60 hull. Results show a marked reduction in calm-water resistance over a wide speed range, with benefits of 10-18% in the speed range between 8-20 knots, accompanied by reduced sinkage and trim. The gains observed are much larger than those observed or predicted in studies of power boats, and are additionally shown to be substantially larger than those achievable through trim changes by moving ballast longitudinally. The benefits appear to be largely sustained in small waves.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An interceptor essentially consists of a thin plate fitted on or near the transom of a boat approximately normal to the centre-plane, and extending either vertically or transversely beyond the section at the stern. The interceptor modifies the local flow near the stern to generate substantial additional pressure normal to the hull surface. The concept is related to an aerodynamic device usually referred to as a Gurney Flap, developed in the 1970s for car racer Dan Gurney to improve down-force on the rear wing of his Olsonite Eagle Indycar (Figure 1(a)). In its simplest form the Gurney flap consists of a small vertical fence fitted in the span-wise direction along the high-pressure side of the trailing edge of an aerofoil. These devices have been widely studied in a variety of aerodynamic applications in recent years.

Interceptors became well-known as active ride control for high-speed catamaran ferries in the early 2000s. Their relatively low mass allows rapid movement to compensate for wave motions, allowing pitch and roll motions in particular to be reduced. When fitted to the side of the transom on water-jet powered vessels, they allow steering without the requirement to vector the thrust (Figure 1(b)). In recent years they have become increasingly popular as trim and list control devices for moderate to high-speed power craft, particularly for semi-planing and planing hull forms, offering the kind of performance benefits possible with trim tabs or transom wedges, but with the potential for simpler, cheaper and more compact installation, easier adjustment, lower power requirements, and reduced risk of damage from floating debris (Figure 1(c)).

Similar benefits can potentially be achieved on high-performance sailing yachts, where rules permit. Possibly the best known example of a sailing yacht fitted with an interceptor is the Owen Clarke-designed IMOCA (International 60 feet Monohull Open Class Association) Open 60 class yacht Ecover 3 (Figure 1(d)), which was leading the 2008 Vendée Globe Challenge round-the-world yacht race when dismasted in December 2008. The designers claimed a typical reduction of resistance of 10-16% through the use of the interceptor (http://www.owenclarkedesign.com/da/11189).

Figure 1 here.
However, in spite of the popularity of interceptors, and in contrast with the extensive aerodynamic studies of Gurney flaps, there have been relatively few published studies investigating the impact of interceptors on hull resistance, and apparently none specifically aimed at sailing yacht resistance.

The current study aims to develop improved understanding of the impact of interceptors on hull resistance, particularly for sailing yachts. The objectives of the study are:

- to review published literature on interceptors and Gurney flaps,
- to examine the relationships between Gurney flaps and interceptors
- to examine the impact of interceptors on high-performance sailing yacht resistance through an experimental study
- to develop further insight into the mechanisms by which interceptors generate reductions in resistance, and hence explore relationships between interceptor size, boat speed and performance

2. GURNEY FLAPS

The Gurney Flap was originally developed as a high-lift device for car racer Dan Gurney in the early 1970s (though some authors have pointed out that similar devices had previously been proposed as long ago as 1935). However, serious interest from the aircraft industry only started in the late 1970s when the device was wind-tunnel tests at the Douglas Aircraft Corporation (Liebeck (1978)) on a Newman aerofoil. It was found that a flap with a height $h$ of 1.25% of the chord, $c$, increased lift coefficient in the high-lift regime whilst also reducing drag in this region. Liebeck concluded that a flap height between 1-2%c maximized the aerodynamic benefits.

Subsequent studies produced broadly similar conclusions; the Gurney flap provided increased lift throughout the range of angles of attack compared to the “bare” foil, and improves lift to drag ratio at high lift coefficient (e.g. $c_l > 1$). However the flap gives a penalty of increased drag and reduced lift-to-drag ratio at small or moderate angles of attack, and reduced stall angle. Foils fitted with larger Gurney flaps (>2%c) have been observed to stall abruptly. Hence in aircraft applications an ideal situation would be to close the Gurney flap during cruise.
The time-averaged flow system generated by the Gurney flap is illustrated in Figure 2. It is suggested (e.g. Nikolic (2006 b)) that the upstream separation bubble results in a pressure rise on the high-pressure side of the foil in this region, whilst the vortex shedding behind the flap increases the trailing edge suction. Hence a pressure difference is set up across the trailing edge, increasing the circulation and the lift. The pressure rise in the upstream separation bubble also acts on the face of the Gurney flap, resulting in additional drag.

The Gurney flap continues to provide fertile ground for aerodynamic research. On the AIAA web-site alone over 200 publications can be found related to Gurney flap studies, both experimental and computational, many in the last decade. Some illustrative examples of experimental studies follow.

Maughmer & Bramesfeld (2008) studied the pressure distributions in detail on a wind-turbine-type foil fitted with a Gurney flap; Li & Wang (2003) studied the effect of flaps on delta wings; further studies on delta wings are presented by Zhan & Wang (2004), and Greenwell (2010). Gai and Palfrey (2003) studied the effect of a serrated Gurney flap, while Meyer et. al. (2006) studied slotted and perforated flaps.
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Not all studies have concentrated on improving lift or lift/drag ratio. Nikolic (2006 a) investigated the use of Gurney flaps in the management of trailing vortices; Greenblatt et. al (2009) also investigated vortex flow management via Gurney Flaps.

Gurney flaps have attracted interest in a range of applications outside the sphere of conventional aircraft design. The good performance of lifting surfaces fitted with Gurney flaps at low Reynolds number has led to interest in their use in the design of micro aerial vehicles (e.g. Albertani (2008) and micro-scale rotors (Nelson & Koratkar (2005). Zerihan and Zhang (2001) investigated the impact of ground effect on Gurney flap aerodynamics, with application to race cars and wing-in-ground effect vehicles. Wang (2008) reviewed many aspects of aerodynamic research in Gurney flaps.

Finally, Gurney flaps have generated substantial interest in wind turbine development, offering potential for performance benefits through higher lift (for regions closer to the hub) and improved starting
performance, as well as possibility of active load control (see for example Salcedo et. al. (2006), Zayas et. al. (2006)).

3. INTERCEPTORS

Few published references to interceptors prior to 2000 can be found. Subsequent publications are divided between applications of interceptors aimed at fast catamaran ferries, primarily for ride control in waves or steering, in which the advantage of low mass for allows low-power deployment at first-order wave frequencies, and those aimed predominantly at planing hulls, in which case the aim is generally trim and list control and calm water resistance reduction.

Brizzolara (2003) carried out one of the first and one of the most thorough published studies of interceptor hydrodynamics. He utilized a CFD approach to study the local flow around a 2D interceptor fitted to a flat boundary representing the bottom of the ship, at a Reynolds number of 1.4x10^9. He used a standard boundary layer approach to specify the inflow, and computed the free surface in the region behind the interceptor, and the pressure distribution in the region upstream of the interceptor for several interceptor sizes and for differing boundary layer parameters. He successfully validated lift predictions made in his study by comparisons with measurements made on the steering system of the Stena HSS 1500 (a 127m, 40 knot high-speed catamaran) which showed remarkably good agreement. Unfortunately his local-flow-based approach does not allow for any estimation of changes in overall vessel drag.

This research was developed in a number of directions by Molini & Brizzolara (2005). A simplified potential flow model was developed, using an approach based on the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation, to develop understanding of the blade height on the pressure distribution. A series of 2D CFD studies is then presented, both with uniform inflow, to correlate with the potential flow model, and with idealized boundary layer inputs, to quantify the reduction in lift due to boundary layer effects. Finally a 3D CFD study was carried out to explore the impact of aspect ratio of the interceptor blade.

Tsai et. al. (2003) carried out tank tests of interceptors with and without stern flaps on a 1/20 scale model of a 20m patrol boat with design speed of 40 knots, and a 1/10 scale model of a 29.5m patrol boat with
design speed of 32 knots. The addition of even very small interceptors (\(h/L\) of the order of 0.1%\(c\)) was to change the running trim, and to reduce resistance slightly.

Syamsundar and Datla (2008) presented a tank-test study of interceptors fitted to a prismatic planing hull of length 3.75 feet, with the goal of extending the well-known semi-empirical method for prediction of planning hull performance by Savitsky (1964) to incorporate the use of interceptors. The interceptors adopted were rather larger than those used by other researchers, and generally increased resistance in most conditions. A highly simplified approximation for the pressure generated by the interceptor was proposed, based on a drag coefficient obtained by treating the interceptor as a surface imperfection, and integrated into the Savitsky methodology. The method developed qualitatively predicted the general trends of the test results, but the quantitative accuracy was less satisfactory.

Van Oossanen et. al. (2009) carried out a detailed computational optimization study of a 45m motor yacht, which included a CFD study of the impact of a 50mm interceptor. The study predicted that deployment of the interceptor resulted in a reduction in running trim of about 1 degree, and a corresponding 7% reduction in resistance at a Froude Number of 0.60. Perhaps less expected is the application of interceptors, which are generally regarded as a technology for moderate to high-speed vessels, to large slow merchant ships; however Allema (2005) reported a successful attempt to reduce required power on a cruise ship; unfortunately few details are given.

It seems likely that the fundamental fluid dynamics of interceptor operation on ships and boats, at least in steady flow conditions, is partly similar to that of Gurney flaps on aircraft wings and other aerodynamic lifting surfaces, whilst the overall goal of increasing the vehicle lift-to-drag ratio is clearly comparable in many cases. Brizzolara (2003) obtained flow fields and free surface profiles such as those shown in Figure 3.
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The flow upstream of the interceptor is similar to the flow upstream of the Gurney Flap shown in Figure 2; however the contra-rotating vortices are not present in the interceptor flow. By comparison with the free surface computation it can be seen that the vortex behind the flap and above the base of the flap is actually
in the air rather than water. Nonetheless, the mechanism of pressure rise on the hull bottom forward of the interceptor is essentially similar to the corresponding phenomenon on the high-pressure side of an aerofoil with a Gurney Flap.

However, in spite of this similarity, the mechanism by which the improvement in lift to drag ratio is achieved in ships is believed to be rather different to the equivalent situation in aircraft, due to the presence of the free surface.

In aerodynamic applications, in which the Gurney flap operates in an unbounded fluid, the skin friction drag is essentially unaffected. Furthermore (excepting some special cases such as tail-less aircraft) the impact on trim of an aircraft in level flight through addition of Gurney flaps to the wings is likely to be relatively unimportant; since trim is essentially controlled by the tail surfaces (although some potential additional benefits have been identified in the climb phase due to the reduced angle of attack of fuselage, which operates as a relatively low lift-to-drag body).

In a ship, naturally operating at the free surface, there are additional effects, even in steady flow, which prove to be of importance. The interceptor will modify the pressure distribution in a manner broadly similar to the Gurney flap, increasing lift and viscous pressure drag. However, the aft-ward movement of the centre of dynamic pressure resulting from the interceptor can substantially affect running trim, which in turn will impact upon the generation of the stern wave system and hence the wave making resistance. Additionally, the increased lift also reduces sinkage, which in turn reduces wetted area and thus skin friction drag.

There are particular advantages of an adjustable interceptor in cases in which the vessels do not operate at a well-defined design speed. This is clearly the case in sailing yachts, but also in many small semi-displacement power-craft. In these types of vessels the interceptor essentially provides a simple means of varying the effective geometry of the hull form for different conditions.

For sailing yachts, deploying the interceptor can be seen as a means of reducing “rocker”, that is, the curvature of the keel profile in the centre-plane. A form with high rocker is seen as advantageous in some
conditions; for example, at low speeds in calm water, high rocker can lead to reduced wetted surface area and thus reduce the skin friction resistance, which dominates at these speeds. However at moderate to high speeds, high rocker hull forms tend to trim substantially by the stern, generating large stern waves, leading to increased wave-making resistance. Reducing rocker at semi-displacement speeds can thus lead to reduced resistance and increased performance.

The highest speeds for sailing yachts generally coincide with high wind speeds, and hence often with largest sea states; in ocean conditions, high-performance yachts may thus be surfing at high speed down waves. In these conditions, trim by the stern may ultimately be beneficial, by raising the bow and reducing the risk of nose-diving and the possibility of subsequent broaching. Hence in these situations, increased rocker may lead to improved boat handling.

In small planing and semi-planing vessels trim flaps and wedges have been used for many years as a means of modifying flow near the transom of semi-displacement and planing vessels. These have rarely been deployed on sailing yachts, although there have been some examples in Open 60s, such as the Farr-designed Gitana 80 and Paprec Virbac 2 (see Ward (2008)). However in many respects, for sailing yachts just as for power boats, interceptors are simpler and potentially more effective devices.

4. SIZING GURNEY FLAPS AND INTERCEPTORS

Several authors have investigated the optimal size of Gurney Flaps for maximizing section lift/drag ratio on 2D foils. There is widespread agreement that the optimal size depends upon the boundary layer thickness at the trailing edge; the suggestion widely adopted is that the Gurney flap should be contained entirely within the boundary layer.

As a first approximation, the boundary layer near the stern can be considered to be similar in thickness to that over a flat plate of similar length to the hull. The boundary layer thickness in laminar flow over a flat plate may be estimated from the well-known solution:

\[ \delta(x) = 5.0x \text{Re}_s^{-1/2} \]  

(1)

Whilst in turbulent flow, the thickness can be estimated as:
\[ \delta(x) = 0.373 x \text{Re}^{-3/5} \quad (2) \]

Wang et. al. (2008) surveyed the literature and plotted the flap height found by authors to be most beneficial (non-dimensionalized with respect to chord), against Reynolds number; he then compared the results with the boundary layer thickness values from the above equations. His figure is re-plotted here with additional data as Figure 4a. The diagram shows considerable scatter; however there are several reasons for this. Many authors examined only two or three flap heights, sometimes quite different, from which one is picked. The data relates to flaps fitted to a variety of foil sections, both conventional sections and high-lift designs; in some cases different flap heights were beneficial at different lift coefficients, but only one is plotted in each case here. Finally in some cases it is not clear whether the flow was laminar or turbulent. Nonetheless the trend is reasonably clear that the height yielding best results lies in the range between around 50-90% of the trailing edge boundary layer thickness.

It should be stressed here that the assessment of benefit in these results is based on a purely aerodynamic goal of maximizing section lift to drag ratio only. In other situations, goals may be more complex. For example in an aircraft design, if the lift coefficient can be increased substantially, then the wings may be made smaller, which can lead to reduced structural weight, and hence the possibility of reducing total drag, even if section lift to drag ratio is increased. In race car applications, in which wing area may be constrained by regulation, the overall car lift (down-force) to drag ratio may be increased by using a larger flap to generate higher down-force from the wing even if the section lift to drag ratio of the wing reduces. Indeed Gurney flaps on race-cars as large as 10% of chord have been tried.

Less information is available to estimate the interceptor depths for the higher Reynolds Number flows found in marine applications. One manufacturer producing interceptor systems for powerboats suggested that for boats between 45-150 feet, deployment of an interceptor of up to 50mm was appropriate (ref http://www.humphree.com/learn-more/interceptor-guide); hence it seems reasonable to assume that a value of the order of 25-50mm might be appropriate for an Open 60. The same manufacturer recommends an extended deployment of 75mm for heavier vessels or vessels requiring more lift between 60-200+ feet.
Brizzolara (2003) quotes a maximum interceptor depth of 200mm on the steering interceptor of the STENA HSS 1500, with an overall length of 127m, and travelling at 40 knots.

Figure 4b shows data based on the studies reviewed earlier plotted in a similar manner to that of Figure 4a, with interceptor height non-dimensionalized here with respect to some measure of boat length. In this case, since towing tests typically cover a wide range of speeds, several values are plotted for each study, representing different interceptor heights and different speeds in order to put the scatter in context; it should also be noted that for planing vessels, the wetted length can vary substantially with speed; here the data is based on an estimate of the static wetted length. No attempt is made here to identify particularly beneficial values; rather the aim is simply to identify the approximate range of values likely to be found.
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It can be seen that the values typically adopted are much smaller as a proportion of the boundary layer thickness at the transom than those equivalent values for the Gurney flap. The plot shows that the interceptor heights chosen by Syamsundar and Datla (2008) appear very large in relation to all the other data; this may explain the resistance increase observed with interceptors compared to the bare hull case in much of the data in their study.

For the main part of the current study, the interceptor was tested at model-scale depths of 2, 4, and 6mm; hence the maximum non-dimensional depth is 0.23% \( L_{wl} \). Given that Froude scaling is used for vessel speed in standard tank-testing fashion, this depth corresponds to 14% of the estimated flat-plate boundary layer thickness at a model-scale speed of 2.916m/s, which corresponds to 15 knots at full scale. This speed corresponds to a Reynolds Number of 6x10^6.

However, in order to explore the impact of larger interceptors, a small number of additional tests were also carried out with 12mm depth, giving a non-dimensional depth of 0.46%Lwl or 28% of the estimated flat plate boundary layer thickness at 2.916m/s.
5. EXPERIMENT PROCEDURE AND TEST CAMPAIGN

The tests for the current study were carried out in the test tank of the Kelvin Hydrodynamics Laboratory in Glasgow. The tank measures 76m (L) x 4.6m (W) x 2.5m (D); for the current tests the water depth was set at 2.15m. The carriage can travel at more than 4.0m/s with a high level of accuracy in speed control and regulation. The tank is equipped with a modern high-performance multi-flap active absorbing wave-maker.

5.1. Model Selection, installation and test matrix

The natural choice for this hull model for this study was an IMOCA Open 60 due to the success of Ecover 3. The hull used is broadly representative of Open 60 designs contemporary with Ecover 3. The model was constructed at 1/7 scale from wood/epoxy. Principal dimensions are given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Model Principal Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterline Length ($L_{wl}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterline Beam ($B_{wl}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draught ($T$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetted Surface Area ($S$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the transom of the boat is a simple vertical plane, the interceptor could be constructed and fitted in a simple fashion. A sheet of thin aluminum exactly matching the shape of the transom was manufactured and screwed onto the transom using accurately drilled holes. These allowed the interceptor to be fitted in the chosen series of locations. The interceptor attachment is shown in Figure 5.

The model was towed purely in the upright condition, and no appendages (other than the interceptor) were fitted during the tests. The experiment procedure in general conformed to the standard ITTC procedures for model making and resistance testing. One minor variation, common in testing of sailing yachts, was to fit turbulence stimulation studs at station 2, rather than according to the ITTC standard for...
merchant ships. The model was free in heave, pitch and roll; the towing point, attached at the chosen LCG, is capable of transmitting only a horizontal towing force.

Since some tests were to be carried out in head waves, the model was ballasted to achieve a suitable value of the longitudinal radius of gyration. The model was first inclined to measure the VCG; the radius of gyration was then obtained from a conventional “swing” approach. Information was not readily available on the radius of gyration of an Open 60 yacht; hence the relatively standard target value for ships of $k_{yy} = 0.25 L_{wl}$ was adopted. In the event, the value achieved was $k_{yy}/L_{wl} = 0.252$. Due to the relatively light displacement and moderate scale of the model it would have been difficult to achieve a significantly lower value.

5.2. Instrumentation

The resistance was measured using a proprietary tension-compression load cell, with excellent linearity characteristics. Carriage speed was measured using an encoder mounted on a trailing wheel. Running attitude was measured with two linear variable displacement transformers (LVDTs); wave height was measured using an ultrasonic wave probe. Data was logged on a 16-bit data acquisition system with a sampling rate of 213 Hz.
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5.3. Test matrix

The model was tested in the bare hull condition and with 2mm, 4mm and 6mm interceptors over a speed range corresponding to full scale speeds between 3.0 knots and 19.5 knots, at 1.5 knot increments. Higher speeds were not tested, as it had been reported that the interceptor fitted to Ecover 3 was not used from 20 knots upwards due to the risk of nose-diving. The 12mm interceptor was tested at speeds corresponding to 7.5, 12.0, 15.0 and 19.5 knots.

In order to explore the effectiveness of the interceptor as compared with a water ballast trim control system, a further set of tests were carried out at 7.5 and 15 knots in which the bare hull was re-ballasted to modify trim. Finally a small set of tests was carried out in regular waves at 15.0 knots.
5.4. Scaling

Resistance results are scaled to full scale using the standard ITTC procedure, with the ITTC 1957 friction line, and all results scaled to 15.0 degrees Celsius. It should be noted that there are some challenges associated with this scaling procedure. Firstly, the wetted area was here assumed to be constant at the value obtained at the static waterline. Since the vessel does adopt some dynamic trim, the resulting change in wetted surface will introduce a small error; however the trim angles are not substantial (especially with the interceptor deployed). Secondly the pressure drag of the interceptor itself will scale with Reynolds Number rather than Froude Number, in a manner which will depend upon the boundary layer properties (see Molini and Brizzolara (2005)). Nonetheless the pressure drag of the interceptor is expected to be relatively small compared to the hull resistance, and indeed compared to the change in resistance due to the change in the dynamic trim of the boat, due to the small size of the device, so it is not expected that the scaling error will be large.

5.5. Uncertainty

A full investigation of the uncertainty involving multiple installations and ballasting of the model was not carried out with these tests. However calculation based on uncertainty components identified as dominant in previous studies in this facility using this towing arrangement and dynamometer suggested that the bias limit on the total resistance coefficient at model scale is of the order of 0.25% at a speed corresponding to 15 knots full scale (though the dominant sources of bias do not in any case affect comparisons between tests such as resistance changes between the model with and without interceptors). Multiple repeat tests carried out at this speed indicate that the corresponding precision of the total resistance coefficient was around 0.4%. Hence the total uncertainty is estimated at around 0.5%.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 6 shows the results obtained for the bare hull and for the hull fitted with interceptors of varying heights. Figure 6 (a) shows the variation of total resistance coefficient $C_t$, with Froude Number $F_r$, where $C_t$ is defined in the standard manner as:
\[ C_r = \frac{R}{1/2 \rho V^2 S} \]  

This plot shows the smaller interceptor heights \( h/L = 0.077\% - h/L = 0.231\% \) which were tested for the full speed range. Figure 6 (b) shows the variation of \( C_t \) with interceptor height for the four speed values for which the largest interceptor was also tested. It can be seen that the three smaller heights all offer a very substantial gain in resistance. Figure 7 (a) and (b) show the percentage changes in resistance compared to the bare hull corresponding to Figure 6 (a & b).

A number of observations can be made based on these results. The gains observed are much larger than those observed by Tsai et al. and those computed by van Oosannen et al.; however they are very much in line with the 10-16% reductions claimed by the designers of Ecover 3, especially when allowing for the effect of appendage drag from keel and rudder which are not included in the present tests. There are several possible reasons why the gains are so large; the round bilge hull form is quite different from the hard chine form studied by Tsai et al., which is probably already very efficient at generating lift near the transom. The hull is also considerably lighter, so additional lift will reduce the hydrostatic displacement by a larger proportion.

It is interesting to note that the interceptor is beneficial over a wide speed range; it might be imagined that the device would only reduce resistance in semi-planing conditions, but it can be seen here that, with the optimal setting, there is a 10% or greater resistance drop at all speeds above a Froude Number of around 0.32, which corresponds to just over 8 knots for the full-scale boat. Even at a Froude Number of only 0.25, or around 6.5 knots full scale, there is a benefit of about 5%. This may help to illustrate why interceptors could be beneficial on large conventional ships in some cases.

Finally it is also interesting to note that the optimal setting is relatively insensitive to speed. The best results are gained almost throughout the speed range with the mid-size interceptor \((h/L=0.154\%)\), with the
exception of the very highest speed ($Fr = 0.755, V = 19.5$ knots), at which the larger interceptor is marginally beneficial, and the lowest speed at which the interceptors show any benefit ($Fr = 0.232, V = 6$ knots) at which the smaller interceptor appears marginally better. The largest interceptor ($h/L = 0.431\%$) always shows the worst performance, but is still better than the bare hull in the three highest of the four speeds at which it was tested. Thus it seems unlikely that the interceptor would need much adjustment while sailing to achieve substantial gains in speed.

For the speed range between 6.5-18 knots, the height of the mid-size interceptor is between 8-10\% of the estimated flat-plate boundary layer thickness at the stern. This emphasizes the difference in the mechanism by which resistance is reduced between the interceptor and the Gurney flap, even though the flow upstream of the flap may be similar. As shown in Figure 4 (a), the most beneficial results with Gurney Flaps are generally found with flap heights between about 50-90\% of the estimated trailing edge boundary layer thickness. The height of the mid-size interceptors appears to be broadly in line with other published data.

The sinkage of the yacht (at LCG) is shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that the peak sinkage, occurs for all cases at a Froude Number around 0.45, and that increasing interceptor size reduces the magnitude of this peak, with a reduction in magnitude of around 9\% for the mid-size interceptor as compared to the bare hull. At higher speeds it can be seen that the trend reverses, with the bare hull exhibiting negative sinkage at LCG, whilst all cases with interceptors exhibit positive sinkage.

However, this must be considered in tandem with the trim, shown in Figure 9. As would be expected, increasing the interceptor height increases the lift generated at the stern, and reduces the trim (here positive bow up). It can be seen that the very large interceptor ($h/L = 0.431\%$) results in negative (i.e. bow down) trim in all but the highest speed case.
One corollary to the combination of these two results is the transom immersion, shown in Figure 10. It can clearly be seen that the presence of the interceptor dramatically reduces the transom immersion; this is likely to have an impact on the generation of stern waves and hence the wave pattern resistance.

### 6.1. Comparison of Interceptor and trim control by moveable ballast

It is interesting from a design perspective to compare the gains which can be made using an interceptor with the corresponding gains which can be made by using a variable ballast system, such as a water ballast system, to achieve similar trim angles. A series of tests were thus carried out in which the LCG of the bare hull was varied by moving ballast weights fore and aft at full-scale speeds of 7.5 and 15 knots. The results are shown in Figure 11; here the properties are plotted against running trim measured relative to the vessel with its original LCG.

Figure 11 (a) and (b) show the impact of trim on resistance for the bare hull. It can be seen that a resistance reduction of around 4% can be achieved by this approach at both speeds. This is around half the reduction from the best interceptor at the lower speed, and less than one quarter of the benefit at the higher speed. Figure 11 (c) and (d) show the sinkage of the trimmed yacht compared to the yacht with interceptors. It can be seen that the sinkage of the trimmed yacht is much larger than that of the yacht with interceptors. Finally Figure 11 (e) and (f) show the transom immersion; here it can be seen that there is little difference between the yacht trimmed by ballasting and the yachts with interceptors. Thus it can reasonably be suggested that the improvement in performance of the yacht with interceptors compared to the yacht trimmed by moving ballast is due to the impact of the interceptors in reducing sinkage.
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### 6.2. Tests in Waves

A final set of tests were carried in small single-frequency waves (wave height = 210mm at full scale) with a full-scale boat speed of 15 knots. This test series was very short, and intended only to explore areas for future study. The tests were run with three wave periods.
Due to the small data set, it would be dangerous to draw too many conclusions from the tests in waves; however it could be seen that the resistance gains generated by the interceptors were broadly similar to those in calm water. It is interesting to note that in these waves the best performance was produced by the $h/L=0.231\%$ interceptor, as opposed to the $h/L=0.154\%$ interceptor in calm water (though the difference was relatively small), so it is possible that slightly larger interceptors are favored when the vessel is pitching. It can be seen from Figure 12(a) that at the highest frequency the added resistance of the yacht with interceptor had increased more than that of the bare hull; Figure 12(b) shows that the pitch RAO of the yacht with interceptor is marginally larger than for the bare hull at the highest frequency. This may be related to increased bow immersion due to reduced trim with the interceptor deployed.

6.3. Applications

In the most recent rules adopted by the IMOCA Open 60 in 2009, the number of appendages was limited to five (one keel, two daggerboards and two rudders). This step was taken in order to maintain competitiveness of older yachts, especially under current financial constraints. Hence future application of interceptors in yacht racing is likely to be in other classes.

It is possible that super-maxi yachts (or even larger high-speed vessel aimed at record-breaking) could profitably adopt interceptors; at the opposite end of the size scale, mini-transat yachts do not appear to be restricted in the number of movable appendages. Another possibility outside the racing sphere is to utilize interceptors as an easy means of improving performance of small yachts, such as trailer-sailers to give better high-speed performance under power.

Figure 12 here

7. CONCLUSIONS

Interceptors have been shown to be highly effective in reducing drag of a high performance yacht hull in the upright condition. Calm-water resistance gains have been greater than those observed with published data for other types of high speed vessels, such as patrol boats; for the Open 60 hull studied here, resistance reductions compared to the bare boat of 10% or greater were found with speeds over around
8 knots, with the greatest reduction around 18%; however, even at speeds as low as 6.5 knots, the resistance dropped by around 5%. Studies at two speeds showed that using the interceptor was substantially more effective in reducing drag for this hull than changing trim by shifting ballast longitudinally. The interceptor also appeared to work well in small waves, although benefits seemed to be slightly reduced for higher frequency waves.

The resistance gains can be attributed to reduced trim and sinkage, leading to less transom immersion, and reductions in both frictional and wave resistance. It was found that the optimal setting for the interceptor was relatively insensitive to speed within the range of speeds tested; however there is good reason to believe that the optimal interceptor height is related in some manner to the boundary layer thickness at the transom. The size of the optimal interceptor as a proportion of the length at $h/L=0.154\%$ was broadly in line with other published results.

It can be seen that the interceptor is related in some ways to the aerodynamic device known as a Gurney Flap; however the mechanism of resistance reduction for interceptors for a ship due to changes to trim and sinkage is quite different from the impact of a Gurney flap on lift and drag of a lifting foil; this is reflected in the optimal size of interceptors being much smaller than the corresponding size of Gurney Flaps relative to both the characteristic dimension of the body and the boundary layer thickness.

Whilst the interceptor is now banned in the Open 60 class, it could benefit other less restricted high-performance yachts, both large and small, and could potentially benefit performance under power of smaller yachts such as trailer-sailers.
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Figure 1 Gurney flaps and Interceptors

(a) Gurney flap on Olsonite Eagle Indycar rear wing
(b) Interceptor steering system on Stena HSS
(c) Small Interceptor unit on hard-chine hull
(d) Interceptor slot on Ecover 3
Figure 2 Flow system generated by Gurney Flap (after Liebeck (1978))
Figure 3 CFD computation of Local Flow Field around Interceptor

(reproduced with permission from Brizzolara (2003))
Figure 4 Non-dimensional height of Gurney flaps and interceptors
Figure 5 Interceptor fitted to model
Figure 6 Resistance of Yacht with and without Interceptor

(a) Variation of Total Resistance Coefficient with Froude Number

(b) Variation of Total Resistance Coefficient with Interceptor Height
(a) Change in Total Resistance Coefficient with Froude Number

(b) Change in Total Resistance Coefficient with Interceptor Height

Figure 7 Change in Resistance of Yacht with Interceptor from Bare Hull
Figure 8 Sinkage of Yacht with and without Interceptor

(a) Variation of Sinkage with Froude Number

(b) Variation of Sinkage with Interceptor Height
Figure 9 Trim of yachts with and without interceptor

(a) Variation of Trim with Froude Number

(b) Variation of Trim with Interceptor Height
(a) Variation of Transom Immersion with Froude Number

(b) Variation of Transom Immersion with Interceptor Height

Figure 10 Transom immersion of Yacht with and without Interceptor
(a) Comparison of Resistance at 7.5 knots

(b) Comparison of Resistance at 15 knots

(c) Comparison of Sinkage at 7.5 knots

(d) Comparison of Sinkage at 15 knots

(e) Comparison of Transom Immersion at 7.5 knots

(f) Comparison of Transom Immersion at 15 knots

Figure 11 Comparison of Yacht with Interceptor and yacht trimmed via LCG shift
(a) Variation of Mean Total Resistance Coefficient with Wavelength

(b) Variation of Pitch RAO with Interceptor Height with Wavelength

Figure 12 Resistance and Pitch RAO of Yacht with and without Interceptor in Waves